We reformulate the Rutherford scattering of alpha particle for a head on collision, taking into account the rest mass variation of the particle, as implied by the energy conservation law. Our relativistic reformulation (which includes the energy conservation) constitutes a new example for the breakdown of the Lorentz invariance. Briey speaking, even at rest or during the whole scattering process, the distance between the alpha particle and the gold nucleus is not invariant but depends on the frame of the observer attached to either object. According to our relativistic reformulation, we also provide a new set of Lorentz transformations.
Introduction
Suppose we have an alpha particle of charge ze (where z is 2, and e is the fundamental charge), and of rest mass m 0∞ , at innity. It moves with an instantaneous velocity v 0 at a distance r 0 from the gold nucleus of charge Ze, at the given time, as measured by an observer attached to the alpha particle. As a rst approach, we suppose that the alpha particle heads right on Ze, just like one could have observed, as in the Rutherford's nucleus discovery experiment [1] . Below, we will reformulate the head on collision, taking into account the rest mass variation of the alpha, throughout, as implied by the mass and energy equivalence of the special theory of relativity (STR). Thus, we rst express the rest energy of alpha at the given distance from the gold nucleus, and the total relativistic energy of it, given that it is in motion, except at the moment it is stopped by the gold nucleus.
Then we deal with the quest of how the internal dynamics of alpha and its size is aected through the process.
Rest and total relativistic energies of alpha
According to our approach the rest energy of the alpha particle is
In the above formula the observer is attached to alpha particle and measures the distance between alpha and gold nucleus as r 0 . In our approach for an observer which is located on the gold nucleus the distance between gold nucleus and alpha particle is measured as r which is dierent from r 0 . Now the total relativistic energy of alpha particle is written by applying Lorentz mass increase to Eq. (1)
where v 00 is the initial velocity of the alpha particle, far away from the gold nucleus.
Since the system is closed, the total energy is constant;
this means that at the distance R 0 , too (the alpha particle is stopped), Eq. (2) remains constant 
In the head on collision the alpha particle is stopped by gold nucleus at R 0 and then red back, after which Eq. (3) 
Using Eq. (2), we have
In our approach, unlike the classical approach, the measured distances depend on observers [2, 3] attached to the gold nucleus, or the alpha particle. In such a framework, for the outside observer the measured distance is (618)
The velocities in both frames are the same, thus periods of time change as much as the distances are altered [4] . With the help of Eq. (7), Eq. (6) becomes 
It is easy to see that equation of motions depends on the frame of observer. Equation (6) is the equation of motion written in the frame of alpha particle and Eq. (9) is equation of motion written in the frame of outside observer.
Dierences in Lagrangians
Since the equation of motion varies according to observer's frame, a natural quest arises on, what happens to Lagrangian? The denition of Lagrangian is L = K − U , here K is kinetic energy of alpha particle and U is the electrostatic potential energy. Since the total energy
Since the U term depends on the observer, the dierence in Lagrangians is just the dierence in U :
So it is zero at innity, but not so, at closer ranges. This answers a possible question with regards to how the classical Lagrangian, and accordingly the action principle are to be modied to cope with our approach.
In any case, we wanted to show that the classically believed Lorentz symmetry, is broken in our approach, even at rest; indeed, when the alpha is stopped by the gold nucleus, the distance measured by the observer attached to the alpha, from this to the gold nucleus, is dierent from the same distance measured by the observer attached to the gold nucleus.
Therefore, the equations of motion written by the two observers with regards to the same head on collision, will turn out to be dierent. The corresponding Lagrangians and action principles, too, then, must be dierent.
Modied Lorentz transformations
In this section we propose a new set of the Lorentz transformations which also depends on the interaction.
This means that the Lorentz transformations should also have interaction terms. By using parameters which were dened in Eq. (4) the dierential form of new Lorentz transformations is
From above transformations one can get
The inverse transformations can also be written easily.
Conclusion
We have thus reformulated the Rutherford scattering of alpha particles, as a rst approach, for a head on col-
lision, yet taking into account the rest mass variation of the alpha throughout, as implied by the mass and energy equivalence of the special theory of relativity. Our approach predicts the same impact parameter as the classical one, though when seen from the alpha particle. Yet our impact parameter when seen by the distant observer (or the same, from the gold nucleus, unaltered by the repelled alpha), diers from the classical one.
The relative dierence between R and R 0 is R − R 0 R 0 = − Zze 
